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3 first prizes for RAHN-Cosmetic Actives! 
RAHN scooped 3 first prizes at the BSB Innovation Award ceremony for Cosmetics for 

MYRAMAZE®-ESSENCE, DEFENSIL®-PURE and RADICARE®-ECO. 

MYRAMAZE®-ESSENCE (Category: Natural products / actives / mood enhancing and joy) 

Stressed and dehydrated skin can look sallow and dull. 

If you are also in a depressed mood, this has an 

additional negative effect on the appearance of your 

skin. MYRAMAZE®-ESSENCE revitalises the skin with the 

help of all the senses: its scent compounds can lighten 

the mood even at low-threshold concentrations. There 

is an effect on bitter taste receptors in the skin, thus 

reinvigorating it and returning it to a healthy state. Skin 

becomes relaxed and luminous. 

For more information, please have a look at www.myramaze-essence.swiss 

DEFENSIL®-PURE (Category Raw: materials/ actives / improvement of difficult skin types) 

Very dry atopic skin suffers constantly from physical 

damage and a weakened skin barrier. This opens the 

door for undesired bacteria entering deeper layers of 

the stratum corneum and releasing toxins. These 

toxins can activate the inflammasome, leading to 

severe inflammation and cell death. DEFENSIL®-PURE 

is obtained by high-tech fermentation of organic gold 

millet. It naturally balances the skin microbiota, 

strengthens the skin barrier and moisturises 

particularly dry skin. Furthermore, it improves the complexion, and counteracts atopic 

eczema. 

For more information, please have a look at www.defensil-pure.swiss 

RADICARE®-ECO (Category: Raw materials/ functionals and recipients / functionals) 

An urban lifestyle is exciting, but we often have to find 

a strategy to manage daily stress. This includes hair and 

scalp that are daily exposed to damaging mechanical 

and chemical stressors, to ever-increasing air pollution 

and the impact of UV irradiation. RADICARE®-ECO 

forms a non-occlusive shield against urban pollution, 

improves hair integrity and gloss and intensifies the 

colour tone of hair colorations.  

For more information, please have a look at www.radicare.swiss 

Any questions? Please contact us at cosmetics@rahn-group.com  
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